Hand Wash Poster: English Translation

Caption: How to prevent diarrhea?

Text: Keep your hands clean
Oval Picture: Hands being washed under tap

Top row of pictures
- Picture 1: Hand holding soap under tap water
  Text: Wash your hands with water
- Picture 2: Rubbing hands together with soap and lather
  Text: Rub hands together vigorously with soap for 15 to 20 seconds
- Picture 3: Lather between fingers
  Text: Make sure you scrub between your fingers
- Picture 4: Hands being washed under tap
  Text: Rinse thoroughly with water
- Picture 5: Hands being wiped with clean towel
  Text: Wipe hands with clean towel

Middle row of pictures
Caption: Wash your hands every time, before . . .
- Picture 1: Hand under tap water
- Picture 2: Cooking vegetables
  Text: . . . Cooking food
- Picture 3: Hand under tap water
- Picture 4: Child eating food
  Text: . . . Eating meals
- Picture 5: Hand under tap water
- Picture 6: Child being fed
  Text: . . . Feeding your children

Bottom row of pictures
Caption: Wash your hands every time, after . . .
- Picture 1: Touching animal
- Picture 2: Hand under tap water
  Text: . . . Touching animals
- Picture 3: Washing child after defecation
- Picture 4: Hand under tap water
  Text: . . . Washing child after defecation
- Picture 5: Infant being changed
- Picture 6: Hand under tap water
  Text: . . . Cleaning your child

Pictures at bottom of poster
- Picture 1: Mother washing hands, child watching
  Text: Teach your children to wash their hands by showing them how
- Picture 2: Mother washing small child’s hands
  Text: Wash your child’s hands regularly so dirty fingers don’t go into its mouth
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